Company Name:

BJS Plumbing

Primary Trade:

Plumbers / Plumbing

Distance from you:

0.00Miles

Contact Name:

Brian Stone

Full Address:

18 Gabriel Road
Crawley
Maidenbower

Postcode:

RH10 7LG

Contact Telephone:

01293 881366

Contact Email:

brian@bjs-plumbing.com

Contact Fax:

Company Website:

http://www.bjs-plumbing.com

Company Number:

Contact Mobile:

07940 261242

Comments:
Location map:

Services Provided:
Heating Services
Plumbers / Plumbing
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Traders Overall Rating:

Number of reviews:

10 Points

6

Customer Service
Quality of Work/Service
Punctuality / Efficiency / Time Taken

Comments from consumers who have used this trader
09-Nov-2019

Brian saved the day of leaking tap saga. He is really a
lovely and friendly gentleman. You can definitely trust
him! I am a happy customer. He delivered the job
really well. 5 stars all the way! Thanks so much Brian.

31-Aug-2018

Brian came out at short notice to fix a leak from our
shower waste. It turned out that the original shower
installation had been a real mess, but with my full
agreement Brian took the necessary (drastic!) action to
ensure that we are not without a bath/shower pending
having the main bathroom replaced.

12-Aug-2018

I can't praise Brian highly enough. He dropped
everything to come out promptly to my elderly parents
as their toilet was leaking. He was unable to complete
the job but managed to isolate the problem and
returned with the necessary part less than 48 hours
later. His work is clean and tidy and he is a very
personable man. I would have no hesitation in
recommending BJS Plumbing.

15-Feb-2018

I had been trying to find a plumber to mend my
dripping shower. The companies I had called all either
wanted large call out fees before they would even
quote or wanted to sell me a service contract. How
refreshing it was to find Bryan. He came round the
same evening to have a look and quoted a reasonable
cost to repair the shower. I was so pleased with his
work that I booked him to replace a faulty radiator and
install a new radiator in my hall. Again, the job was
completed professionally and in addition, Bryan
identified some problems left by a previous plumber
who had installed my boiler and helped me to get them
resolved by the original company at no further cost. I
would thoroughly recommend Bryan....he is reliable,
hard working and trustworthy.

23-Dec-2017

After a mishap by a previous plumber whoâs bosses
wouldnât let him continue with the job and fix a leak.
I had to find another plumber. Luckily I randomly rang
numbers on âgoogleâ and got Brian. It was late
afternoon,the end of his working day but he
immediately set off to help a very distressed 95 year
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old lady. He found the parts needed, returned to
complete the job and charged a third of the price
quoted by the first company who caused the problem.
Brian said he would never leave a vulnerable person
without completing the job and he didnât. Genuine
guy.
25-Feb-2015

Brian checked and serviced our boiler/heating system
and it didn't need any parts or work done to it despite
us being told by two other heating engineers that it
did. Brian also fitted a new toilet for us. We are about
(February 2015) to ask him do some work in our
shower room, to service our boiler and to upgrade a
couple of radiators. We are asking him back because
we have every confidence in him and our boiler has
been working efficiently since he serviced it a year ago.
His prices are fair and reflect the amount of work
involved. Sorry for delay but didn't realise I could leave
detailed feedback on the website.
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